
Pure
Life Energy
PATENTED & AWARD-WINNING



We Create a
New Quality of Life!

VIDEO

VIDEO

                    - 
The Bio-Tech Company
With a Global Vision & Mission

CENTROPIX  is a bio-tech enterprise 
with breakthrough technologies that facilitate 
the protection, regeneration, and recharging 
of both human and animal population.

Our mission is to advance wellness tech-
nology and make it available to the world.

CENTROPIX  patented wellness devices 
can help optimize energy and performance, 
speed up regneration, and protect you from 
the harmful effects of non-thermal e-smog.

Get back to feeling your best with a new 
level of clarity, vitality and balance with 
the advanced and effective products of 
CENTROPIX . 
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P R O B L E M  &  S O L U T I O N

The Dangers of Modern Time
and Especially Modern Technology
Stress and lack of energy are common 
consequences of today’s living conditions. 
Our current lifestyle lacks exercise, proper 
nutrition, sleep, and stress management. 
New technologies such as cell phones,  
WiFi, radio-satellite systems, electric cars 
and more create a massive increase in 
radiation exposure. Stresses such as 
financial worries, workplace issues, or 
a strained home life can lead to sleep 
disorders and burnout. Climate change 
and environmental pollution have multiple 
consequences including effects on our 
well being.

Did you know that the earth’s magnetic 
field is steadily decreasing (magnetic field 
deficiency syndrome)? These invisible 
threats deprive the body of energy it needs 
for life-sustaining processes. 

Mankind is facing very big challenges and 
CENTROPIX  offers new and unique 
solutions to protect against the effects of 
these daily challenges. Advanced patented 
solutions are now available to restore 
quality of life and give the body back the 
life energy it needs to life fully. How much radiation penetrates your body compared to 10 years ago?

1.000.000.000.000.000.000 x
(1 Trillion) 

Source: Prof. Olle Johansson, PhD Department of Neuroscience, Karolinska Institute, Sweden 
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A feeling of well-being can only be achieved when your self-preservation 
processes are supplied with sufficient life energy.

Stress, poor nutririon, lack of exercise, as well as other physical and 
chemical enviromental influences can overwhelm the mechanisms of 
self-preservation. The usual consequences include poor sleep, feelings 
of weakness, lack of energy, burnout, and discomfort.

For exactly this reason, the body needs called activation energies that can 
start the molecular processes in the body and support self-preservation. 

The KLOUD  technology can support these processes in the body  
using pulsating electromagnetic fields via PEMA technology and other 
complemntary CENTROPIX  products. 

What Is Life Energy?
S C I E N C E

Experience
better fitness
thanks to 
pulsating 
electro-
magnetic 
activation 
(PEMA)
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Powered by 
Prof. Dr. W. A. KafkaProf. Dr. W. A. Kafka

The
The Life Energizer
Introducing a new development that has never existed like this before! 
The KLOUD  offers a wellness experience at the highest level: 
mobile - uncomplicated - effective.

The sophisticated technology, based on PEMA (pulsating electro magnetic 
activation), activates the right processes in your body, which not only 
supplies your body with vital life energy, but can also add support to your 
natural self-preservation.

VIDEO

VIDEO
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• Increased life energy
• Sleep optimization
• Synchronization of body
 functions
• Improved bioresilience 
 

• Natural balance restoration
• Relaxation of mind, body
 and soul
• Increased vitality

                
Benefits
The KLOUD  is the world’s first PEMA applicator to feature the break-
through KAFKA PEMA signal. It contains a cloud-based and patented  
technology, which can be controlled via the CENTROPIX  app or the  
manual applicator. This award-winning device is lightweight and foldable, 
easy to use on the go, with convenient mobile phone use. 

The KLOUD  can support the well-being of humans and animals:

CENTROPIX  does not provide any medical service. The products are not for the purpose of detecting, 
preventing, monitoring, treating, or alleviating any disease. If you have health problems or questions about 
your health, always consult your doctor.
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Prof. Dr. Wolf A. Kafka is a physicist, neurophysiologist, and the 
mastermind behind the KLOUD  technology. Taking into account 
all his accumulated experience and feedback, Prof. Dr. Wolf A. Kafka 
went one step further and developed PEMA (pulsating electromag-
netic activation, the advancement of PEMF), which in the KLOUD   
has already changed many lives positively.

Prof. Dr. Wolf A. Kafka’s latest development closed an innovation 
gap that existed for over twenty years and will change the industry 
forever.

I N V E N T O R  O F  T H E  » K L O U D  S I G N A L «

Prof. Dr. Wolf A. Kafka

VIDEO

VIDEO
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Prof. Dr. Dr. Fred Harms taught as a Professor of Healthcare  
Management at the Mayes College of Healthcare Business and 
Policy, University of the Sciences, Philadelphia, Pennsylcania, USA. 

Since 2013, he has headed the Institute for Preventive Medicine 
and Health Services Research together with Prof. Dr. Dorothee  
Gänshirt at Sigmund Freud Private University Vienna, Austria. 
The Institute works in cooperation with various European health  
institutions on developing strategies for prevention, compliance, 
and disease management of chronic diseases and evaluating  
potential benefits of medical innovations for patient care.  

Among his other numerous activities and memberships, he is a 
strong supporter of the KLOUD .

S C I E N T I F I C  A D V O C AT E

Prof. Dr. Dr. Fred Harms

VIDEO

VIDEO
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Developed by German engineers and processed with careful 
Swiss craftsmanship, the KLOUD  offers a first-class user 
experience with an effect that equates to the ultimate feeling 
of well-being.

Characterized by a form of stimulation that covers practically 
all previous forms, the KLOUD  provides a much broader 
support to the body at a molecular level.

In the right place 
at the right time

 RELAX
 Relaxation of body, mind and soul.

 BALANCE
 Restore your natural balance.

ENERGIZE
 A boost when you want more life energy.

SYNCHRONIZE
 The ideal introductory to the use of the KLOUD . 

 Synchronize your body functions.

TRANSFORM
 Keep vital forces turned up and experience a positive

 transformation.

CENTROPIX  does not provide any medical service. The products are not for the purpose of detecting, preventing, monitoring, 
treating, or alleviating any disease. If you have health problems or questions about your health, always consult your doctor.

Only 2 x a day
for 15 minutes
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With excellent design and refined engineering, the KLOUD  is created 
for those who are looking for a product that can be used in any life 
situation. With the unique patented, foldable design, the KLOUD  
can be used in the office, anywhere at home, or even when traveling. 
The KLOUD  is for those who want to experience the highest level of 
comfort around the clock.

One KLOUD  
Numerous Possibilities
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One of the special features of the KLOUD  device are the various 
folding options. This not only amplifies the patented signal, but 
also offers countless and very convenient application possibilities. 
The average maximum intensity (microtesla) of both applicators is 
approximately 100 μT. This varies within the programs and can of 
course also be adjusted to individual needs. As you fold the device 
the average intensity increases. Thus, the strength of the signal can be 
almost doubled for effect.

Powerful  
Flexible
Brilliant

VIDEO

VIDEO

Unfolded

Körper Applikator | Zustand: geöffnet | 28.10.2020 | Zeichenflächenformat: A3 | M1:10

Körper Applikator | Zustand: mittig halbiert & dritter Falz | 28.10.2020 | Zeichenflächenformat: A3 | M1:10

Körper Applikator | Zustand: mittig halbiert & zweiter Falz | 28.10.2020 | Zeichenflächenformat: A3 | M1:10

Körper Applikator | Zustand: halbieren Falz | 20.11.2020 | Zeichenflächenformat: A3 | M1:10

Körper Applikator | Zustand: mittig halbiert & erste Falz | 28.10.2020 | Zeichenflächenformat: A3 | M1:10

Körper Applikator | Zustand: mittig halbiert | 28.10.2020 | Zeichenflächenformat: A3 | M1:10

1 x lengthwise folded

1 x lengthwise,
1 x crosswise folded

1 x lengthwise,
1 x crosswise folded

1 x lengthwise,
2 x crosswise folded

1 x lengthwise,
3 x crosswise folded
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Head cushion 
with control unit

8 magnetic field coils

38-1/2“

64-1/2“

17“

26-1/3“

With CENTROPIX, 
you have a choice
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The KLOUD  is a wireless PEMA device that 
can be controlled with a downloadable application 
on your mobile device. With the CENTROPIX  
app, usage is easy, accessible and convenient. 

The app can be connected to multiple KLOUDs  
and offers a choice of five different programs 
and intensities. Of course, the KLOUD  
can also be used manually.

Mobile Friendly
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This luxurious at-home wellness system has 
everything you need wherever you go. The 
KLOUD  Complete System includes both 
the KLOUD  maxi and KLOUD  mini 
along with branded carrying bags, power 
adapters and charging cables, a special glove 
for cleaning, and the user manual. With this 
package is the SCAN X, which allows you to 
acoustically check the Kafka Signal.

KLOUD  
Complete System

SCAN-X

Designbox

SCAN X

Bag for
KLOUD  mini

KLOUD  mini

Elastic band 
for KLOUD  mini

User Manual &
Quick Start 
Guide

2 Power Supplies / Adapters /
2 Magnetic Chargers

Bag with 
KLOUD  maxi
and large elastic 
band clusre

Cleaning
Glove

SCAN X

VIDEO

VIDEO
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The design of the KLOUD  is enjoyed by users, and recognized 
by design professionals. In 2022, the board of the German Design 
Award, one of the most recognized de sign awards worldwide, 
has honored the KLOUD  with a Special Mention Award. This 
award highlights the contribution that excellent design can 
make to create practical solutions in our environment.

D E S I G N

Award-Winning!
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Hygenic Protection
Protective fitted KLOUD  COVERs  
are washable and moisture resistant, 
made from medical grade material. 
COVERs are used in practices for  
applications with different patients in the 
human and veterinary field and easy to 
keep clean. Available in both maxi and 
mini sizes, the COVER will help keep 
your KLOUD  in great condition.

KLOUD  COVER 
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It says quite a lot when bees build their hive on the KLOUD , 
cats and dogs have chosen the KLOUD  as their favorite spot, chickens 
lay their eggs on the KLOUD  and horses sniff the KLOUD .  
Animals are very sensitive and have a keen sense for the value of  
magnetic fields. For this reason, we at CENTROPIX  have developed 
a VET-SET. When using the KLOUD  with other animals we suggest 
using the protective water-repellent KLOUD  COVER for hygienic 
practice. 

Animals and the
KLOUD
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CENTROPIX  is proud to introduce the KLOUD  
VET-SET, the first ever PEMA technology for any 
size horse delivering fast results with a safe application.  
The sophisticated Kafka signal can support the self- 
preservation processes of our horses. Countless users 
of the KLOUD  VET-SETs recommend sessions 
to support tournament preparation, transportation, or 
post workout recovery, and much more. It is easy to use 
with the cordless integrated control unit, with manual or 
downloadable programming. Simply insert the KLOUD  
technology within the neck piece or horse blanket. Use the 
hygienic covers for added protection.

Wellness 
For Your Horse

VIDEO

VIDEO
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Turn your home into
an oasis of well-being

concentration

www.CENTROPIX.com
food

www.CENTROPIX.com

With sophisticated technology, the COCOON  transforms  
any place into a harmonious and relaxing retreat where you 
can recharge your life energy and vitality. This discreet converter 
and active information code generator in a timeless and elegant  
design fits into any living space.

At the same time, it brings the natural Earth’s magnetic field, in 
the form of a nature-identical sinus wave, directly into your living 
and working space. The favorable properties include not only 
the revitalization of disturbing electrosmog sources but also the 
positive effects on all people, animals, and even plants within 
the range of the Room Converter.

Thanks to the selection of different Converter  Cards, you can 
create an atmosphere that is exactly adapted to your needs.

Home
Where You Feel Bestanimal

www.CENTROPIX.com

p-frequency

www.CENTROPIX.com

i-frequency

www.CENTROPIX.com

relax & regeneration

www.CENTROPIX.com

www.CENTROPIX.com

sport & fitness
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The 
 In Your Everyday Life

Experience everyday life in a more relaxed and serene way. The COCOON  Room 
Converter can offer you support in a wide variety of living spaces, whether at 
home or work. It converts non-thermal e-smog to a natural frequency code and 
provides you and those around you with additional beneficial frequency codes.  
As a result, your well-being can benefit from many advantages:

   •  Improved reaction time*;
   •  Stress reduction;
   •  Optimized sleep quality;
   •  More vitality;
   •  Water Declustering**;
   •  Better Bioresilience;

The Converter Cards provide you and others with natural frequency codes 
like the Schuhmann frequency (8Hz), as well as frequency codes for sport &  
fitness, concentration, relaxation, regeneration, sleep, and food, as well as 
frequency codes for animals. 

*   Günter Haffelder Institute for Communication and Brain Research Stuttgart (2017): 
    Spectral analytical Measurements 
**  Hado-Life - Waterlaboratory 2022
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Converter Cards are inserted into the COCOON  to 
captivate your home with feel-good frequencies. Each 
card is embedded with gold striped made of a special mix 
of materials that are proven to optimize the information 
code. By using the Converter Cards, the COCOON   
emits different information codes into its effective circle, 
which are invaluable for your well-being. Up to six 
Converter Cards can be used simultaneously. Three 
Converter Cards (e-smog, sleep well, hawaii harmony) 
are included in the basic package with the COCOON   
Room Converter. The other Converter Cards can be 
purchased separately.

Converter Cards 
A complete wellness package 
in a room converter

sleep well

www.CENTROPIX.com

e-smog

www.CENTROPIX.com

www.CENTROPIX.com

sport & fitness

hawaii harmony

www.CENTROPIX.com

The Converter Card „sleep well“ 
provides you with information 
about letting go, recharging, and 
processing energy. The aim is r
egenerative and vital sleep. 

Hawaii is considered the center 
of our Earth’s primordial energy. 
With the Converter Card, this 
information is made available to 
you. Enjoy the Hawaiian feeling 
at home!

Outdoor sports are particularly 
healthy. With the Converter Card 
„sport & fitness“, you bring natural 
energy indoors and thus indirectly 
increase your performance and 
training success.

With the Converter Card  
„e-smog“, it is possible to vitalize 
negative information from all 
mobile telecommunications 
systems (incl. 5G), LED and 
infrared radiation, and devices 
and cables that produce e-smog.

food

www.CENTROPIX.com

p-frequency

www.CENTROPIX.com

relax & regeneration

www.CENTROPIX.com

animal

www.CENTROPIX.com

concentration

www.CENTROPIX.com

The Converter Card „animal“ 
provide pets with various 
pieces of information that are 
specifically tailored to their 
needs. Animals can thereby 
gain more vitality and balance.

This Converter Card „relax & 
regeneration provides you with 
information about regenerating, 
letting go, and living in the HERE 
AND NOW. Ideal for meditation, 
yoga, reading, relaxing, or simply 
for your well-being.

The Converter Card 
„i-frequency“ is a unique 
converter that, thanks to 
CENTROPIX technology, 
can provide the body with 
immune system support.

With the Converter Card „food“, 
you vitalize food, activate the 
water molecules in the nutritional 
substance, and balance out 
negative information. This makes 
food more vital and bioactive. 

The Converter Card „concentration“ 
provides the ideal information for 
concentration and memory 
performance. Thanks to the activation 
of information codes, increases in 
cognitive performance can be 
achieved.

i-frequency

www.CENTROPIX.com

The Converter Card „p-frequency“ 
is a unique converter, which, thanks 
to the CENTROPIX technology, 
can provide the body with the 
prevention of discomfort from 
injury.
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82 feet

VIDEO

VIDEO

Whether at home, in the office, in the gym, or in a practice –  
the COCOON  is indispensable. In a spherical effective circle  
of at least 82 feet in diameter, the COCOON  vitalizes  
non-thermal E-Smog and provides your family and guests 
or your patients with beneficial information codes that can  
enhance their lives. A selection of different information codes 
gives you the possibility to adapt the COCOON  to everyday 
life situations.

Protected 
in Every Life Situation
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The technologies in our daily life, such as smart phones, WiFi, 
televisions, or kitchen appliances emit radiation or non-thermal  
e-smog. It should be no surprise that we feel stressed and  
fatigued with our life out of balance. The COCOON  vitalizes 
the non-thermal e-smog into a natural information code that is 
benficial for the body.

Feeling Good 
In Your Own Space
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BUBBLE 2



In our ongoing journey to find solutions to the challenges of our 
time, we are proud to present our latest creation - the BUBBLE2. 

This unique “frequency jewelry” with three interchangeable 
covers represents a groundbreaking advancement toward 
holistic well-being.

BUBBLE 2 a fusion of 
technology and style

When lifestyle, 
well-being 
and technology 
merge.
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Electromagnetic fields and frequencies have been used successfully for 
decades in various applications such as wellness, therapy and fitness to 
promote well-being.

The B2 is a fashion accessory and at the same time a masterpiece of 
our engineers in the field of wellness and fitness. By integrating natural 
magnetic field conditions and earth resonance frequencies, better known 
as Schumann frequencies, the B2 becomes a stylish companion that can 
have positive effects on your well-being. 

The aim of the development was to find a technical way to compensate for 
the prevailing problems of Schumann anomalies and the loss of the earth’s 
magnetic field intensity using natural frequencies and electromagnetic field 
movements.

The magic of natural pulsating 
magnetic fields and frequencies

Balance 
despite earth anomalies
In the last few centuries, the intensity of our Earth’s 
magnetic field has decreased by more than 50%. 

Since 2014, measuring stations have recorded  
significant anomalies in Schumann resonance field 
conditions, which previously seemed stable. Possible  
explanations range from shifts in the magnetic poles, 
climate change, global warming and increased  
volcanic activity to changes in the Earth’s axis 
and discharges in the Earth’s atmosphere. The 
Schumann frequencies, in particular the well-known  
fundamental frequency of 7.83 Hz, are decisive  
for health and well-being. It is believed that the  
stability of the Earth’s electromagnetic environment 
is linked to the normal functioning of the human brain 
and body. 

Evaluation of the TOMSK measuring station
02.09.2020 03.09.2020
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 • balance out fluctuations in the Schumann earth resonance & field conditions
 • reestablish a connection to the elemental force of the earth (grounding)
 • increase life energy
 • promote focus & concentration
 • increase general well-being
 • improve mental clarity 

The BUBBLE 2
 can help ...

Frequency Power
within a classy pendant
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The Schumann frequency, also known as the earth’s frequency, is more 
than just a physical vibration. It is fundamental to the balance of body 
and mind.  

The BUBBLE2 acts as a personal “grounder”, simulating the course of 
the Schumann field conditions & frequencies. 

In this way, the earth’s fundamental frequency is not only transported, 
but actively integrated into everyday life in order to develop the full 
potential of your life energy.

The basic functions of the B2

BUBBLE 2
 

is a pure form 
of “earth-grounding.” 
The smallest technology 
with a massive effect!
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Solar Plexus Chakra

Third Eye Chakra

The transmission of all frequencies 
takes place with a Sferics-like progression.

“Sferics“ refers to the pulsed occurrence 
of electromagnetic waves of natural origin 
in the earth`s atmosphere. 

The BUBBLE2 uses this Sferics-like 
technology to optimize the transmission of 
frequencies and provide you with an effective 
solution for your health and well-being.

Sferics (atmospheric impulse) Wearing the B2 
properly
The BUBBLE² is preferably worn on the 
chest just below the sternum, near the 
area of the solar plexus.

According to chakra teachings, this 
particular positioning facilitates pure life 
energy and creates a direct connection 
between the solar plexus chakra (gut
feeling/healthy digestion) and the third 
eye chakra (subconscious/consciousness/
well-being center) and feeds the 
morphogenetic energy field.

This special positioning enables the BUBBLE² 
to focus its innovative functions on these 
energy centers.
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CENTROPIX APP - 
the key to personalize your B2

The CENTROPIX APP opens up a world of customization options to suit your individual 
lifestyle, giving you full control over the functionality of your B2.

Experience ultimate comfort for your health in the auto-
pilot mode of the BUBBLE2. In addition to four powerful 
Schumann frequencies and three intensity levels, the 
basic package also offers fully automatic adjustment. 

The BUBBLE2 and its intelligent charging station are 
able to retrieve the current Schumann resonance 
frequencies and automatically find the optimum setting 
for the day. To do this, simply place your BUBBLE2 
on the charging station for a few seconds. 

Your path to greater well-being has never been so easy!

Discover the power of Schumann frequencies with the 
BUBBLE2 and experience the effect of four unique natural 
frequencies, which are included in the purchase price. 

    •    7.83 Hz
    •  14.10 Hz
    •  20.30 Hz
    •  26.40 Hz

The B2 is charged with the Schumann frequency of 7.83 Hz 
and intensity level 1 (approx. 40 µT) as standard and can 
also be operated without an app.
 
Treat yourself to the ultimate experience for body and mind!

Standard frequencies
(Schumann)

The “autopilot”
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Enhance your B2 experience 
with exciting frequency packages
Immerse yourself in the harmonic world using 
the sacred Solfeggio sound frequencies! 
These frequencies are known worldwide and 
are said to trigger special effects on body, 
mind and soul. They are also said to positively 
influence our DNA. 

With our optional frequency packages, which 
you can test free of charge for 30 days, there 
are many possibilities to customize frequencies 
according to your individual needs. Previously 
designed packages offer an inspiring introduction 
to the world of harmonious well-being. 

Experience the transformative power of 
various frequencies and create your own B2!
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Individual experiences 
are ready to customize
The easy to use frequency wheel on the app 
offers setting options aligned with your chosen 
frequency package.

With full activation using the complete frequency  
package, you can select frequencies in the 
range from 0.076 hertz to 1,000 hertz. 

Customize your BUBBLE2 precisely to your 
individual requirements. 

By saving your preferred frequencies in a practical 
frequency list, you have quick access to use 
them at any time. 

Indispensable B2 in-app tools offer the 
convenience of diversity to the fullest.
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The daily planner
Customize each day of the week according to 
your needs:

The daily plan input form offers you the flexibility 
to configure each day of the week according to 
your personal preferences and needs. 

In this way, you can optimize the B2 individually 
to compliment your daily rhythm of activity or rest. 
This daily plan forms the basis for your weekly 
schedule!

The weekly plan
The BUBBLE2 App presents an innovative 
function called The Weekly Plan. Specially 
developed for the optional frequencies, 
this plan allows you to customize it to your 
individual needs. Your BUBBLE2 automatically 
switches to the desired frequencies at the 
times you specify.

Organize your week precisely according to 
your wishes - simply select the appropriate 
frequency for your working hours, sports, 
rest periods, etc.

With up to seven fixed program changes per 
day, there are no limits to your creativity.

Experience the freedom of individual frequency 
design with the B2 weekly plan!
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Technology
The BUBBLE2 combines leading German 
technology with Swiss engineering and is 
thoughtfully made of medical grade bio-
compatible materials. 

Its unique electronic concept includes 
magnetic coils, powerful intelligent control 
electronics, and light pulses. 

The interchangeable cover allows you to 
design your device according to your 
personal taste. 

The B2 is splash-proof and can easily be 
updated using the intelligent inductive 
charging unit via infrared (without Bluetooth 
or Wi-Fi radiation) and is easy to update. 
You can replace the battery yourself as needed.

Experience technology at a new level!

Covers in three colors
Demonstration model made of clear plastic 

(Left: front and open / Right: back)
67



The CENTROPIX  products complement each other perfectly. 
They protect against the the invisible dangers of modern stressors and  
recharge missing life energy. The KLOUD  supplies your body with 
life energy by means of molecular activation - energy that is needed to 
maintain life-sustaining processes. The COCOON  Room Converter  
vitalizes non-thermal e-smog into information codes which protect the 
body’s self-preservation mechanisms. The BUBBLE  which also  
vitalizes non-thermal e-smog and provides valuable information codes, 
is probably the smallest pulsating electromagnetic field (PEMF), which 
can recharge your body around the clock. All of these functions are in 
just one small wearable pendant that you can enjoy wherever you go.

Complete Life Energy
T H E  T R I O L O G Y

100 % LIFE ENERGY

Dream Team
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What Customers Say...

Gerhard M.

In May of this year, I decided to revive 
my soccer skills, so I visited the team 
training session at my local sports club.
While I was sprinting, however, I had 
a sense of unease, so my 2nd soccer 
career abruptly ended. Running or even 
walking unassisted was out of the ques-
tion at first. Only through the immedia-
te use of the KLOUD  I could manage 
to walk normally. I then used it several 
times a day with different programs and 
there was a noticeable improvement. 
After just a week, I felt better again and 
was able to compete in a golf tourna-
ment the following weekend. I’m fort-
unate to have had the CENTROPIX    
KLOUD , and I still use it every day for 
pain prevention.

Nikolai F.

I’m impressed with the effects of the 
KLOUD  magnetic field therapy! My 
endurance and core stability have  
improved significantly even though I 
was very skeptical at the beginning. I 
recommend this device to everyone.

T E S T I M O N I A L S

E. F.

A friend of mine had a sens of unease 
in her knees for a long time. After three 
years of various therapies she had pro-
blems with her knee again - however, no 
findings were visible in the MRI. Another 
product remained without effect, but 
the KLOUD  changed everything: after 
only one treatment with the KLOUD  
(P5, intensity 5) she felt no more dis- 
comfort for three days!

Renate B.

I would not want to live without the 
COCOON  from CENTROPIX . 
I noticed relatively quickly (within 1-2 
days) that a lot has changed: You feel 
protected, like in a bubble of well-
being, and you have much more energy.  
After 7 hours of sleep, I feel well-rested 
and ready to get up (before we had the  
COCOON  that was different). I can 
think properly again, and my head is cle-
ar. In general, my feeling about food has 
changed: I don‘t have to stuff food down 
anymore, I eat much more consciously, 
and I enjoy eating meals more often. After  
about 1 week with the COCOON   
I thought I‘d lend my device to a friend 
for a few days so she could test it, 
too. After just one day, I missed my 
COCOON  so much, I was craving the 
sense of energy and motivation it gave 
me... I have it back now and will defini-
tely never give it away again.

Since the COCOON  is installed in our 
home, I have a better sleep and am 
more relaxed. Even the workaholics 
in our house can suddenly relax and 
read a book. If one forgets to change 
the cards, it becomes noticeable 
in a daytime sleepiness („sleep well“ 
Card during the day) or restlessness 
(„concentration“ Card during the night), 
even for those who don‘t know if and 
which card is inserted.

M. G.

Six months ago, unfortunately, three 
5G antennas were placed within 100 
meters of my house. Since then, I feel 
discomfort more often, the quality of 
sleep is not very good and especially 
I fall asleep much worse. 3 days 
ago, I received the COCOON  from 
CENTROPIX  as a gift from my  
son-in-law and immediately installed it in 
my bedroom. I felt much better after 
3 days and fell asleep much faster. 
I would not have thought it possible.

Susanne K.
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Study with Water Crystals

The water laboratory Hado Life of Dipl. Ing. MSc Rasmus Gaupp-Berghausen 
has been investigating water for its formative properties for many years.

Water ice crystal photography is the method developed by Dr. Emoto to  
examine frozen water samples at 200x magnification in a reflected light  
microscope.

Based on the findings of Dr. Emoto, the form-giving image forces of water  
are examined and illustrated by ice crystal images. Good and above all 
natural water is characterized by particularly beautiful and harmonious  
appearing forms.

Each sample of reverse osmosis water was exposed to a WiFi router 
for ten minutes before each experiment. 

A water sample was placed on the KLOUD  for 15 minutes at 
program 5 and highest intensity. 

And the last sample was placed between the WiFi router and the 
COCOON  with its three standard cards (e-smog, sleep well, 
hawaii harmony) for 10 minutes.

The results are truly fascinating! 

S C I E N C E

Test duration: 15 minutes Test duration: 10 minutes
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It is very important that the technology and effect of CENTROPIX  
products have been verified from a scientific point of view and can be 
backed up with research. There are numerous publications, reports and 
studies on the KLOUD , BUBBLE  and COCOON . 

Technology Validation
S T U D I E S   |   R E S E A R C H   |   S C I E N C E
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Become an independent affiliate and create a unique and self-determined  
life. Join a successful community of like-minded people who share 
the goal of financial and time freedom. As an independent affiliate with  
CENTROPIX , you become your boss and decide for yourself when, how 
much, and where you work. Create the life you have always wanted by aligning 
with a growing company with global vision ant the desire to help others. If you are  
interested, contact your CENTROPIX  INDEPENDENT AFFILIATE.

Be the Change!
C E N T R O P I X  I N D E P E N D E N T  A F F I L I AT E
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Transform your life and elevate your body and mind to the 
next level. CENTROPIX  products are designed to  
activate molecular processes and support your well-being.  
Wherever you go, protect yourself and those around you 
from the effects of electromagnetic radiation and recharge 
your body with life energy. 

Enjoy the benefits of advanced wellness technologies with 
more than just one function. This is your chance to take 
control of your balance, your quality of life, and your future. 

The Holistic
Wellness Solution!

CLOSING WORDS
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Future Medicine
will be the 

Medicine of Frequencies.
Albert Einstein

»
Responsible for Content 
CENTROPIX Global AG
Industriering 14
FL-9491 Ruggell

Image Rights 
•  HARRYS Werbeagentur
•  Adobe Stock 
•  Animal images from Affiliates 
•  Water molecules from Hado Life

General Note 
Subject to changes, printing and typesetting 
errors and mistakes.

 Imprint
General Disclaimer 
These statements and information have not 
been evaluated by the Food and Drug Admin-
istration. All characteristics and applications of 
use are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or 
prevent any disease or health condition. The 
CENTROPIX products are a General Wellness  
product category recognized by the FDA as 
a category of safe and non-invasive to the  
human body. As with any change or addition to 
your health, we recommend that you have any 
product, modality or health behavior evaluated  
by a qualified licensed health professional  
familiar with your health history. 

Testimonials 
The testimonials of our customers reflect the 
real experiences of people who have used our 
products. We would like to point out that the 
testimonials do not contain any statements 
by CENTROPIX, but exclusively the personal 
opinion of our customers; in particular, they do 
not represent any promises or guarantees by 
CENTROPIX.

The results achieved with CENTROPIX prod-
ucts may vary, so you should not assume that 
the individual experiences described in the 
Testimonials are typical or representative of 
the experiences of all other consumers.

The testimonials’ statements should not be 
construed as claims that the CENTROPIX 
products mentioned can be used to diagnose, 
treat, cure, alleviate or prevent disease. On 
the contrary, CENTROPIX’s products are not 
medical devices, nor are any other medical 
services provided through them.

  Legal 
 Notice
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